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USPTO: History

• Agency of the Department of Commerce

• Established in 1790

• Two Business Lines

– Patents

– Trademarks

• Products and Services

– Patent Grants

– Trademark Registrations

– Patent and Trademark information



USPTO: Staff



USPTO: Regional Offices



Patent Protection in the US



Basis for Protection of Patents and Copyright in 

the U.S.
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US Constitution, Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8

–“Congress shall have the power ... to 

promote the progress of  science and 

useful arts, by securing for limited 

times to authors and inventors the 

exclusive right to their respective 

writings and discoveries.”



Basis for Patent Law in the United States

• The Statutes:  35 U.S.C (Patent Codes)
– Laws enacted by the US Congress

• The Rules:  37 C.F.R. (Patent Regulations)
– Rules governing the operation of the USPTO. This 

rules may be changed by the USPTO following the 

proper procedure

• Case Law: Ex parte and In re
– The United States has a common law system.  Court 

cases shape the interpretation of laws.
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Patent  Resources

• Manual of Patent Examining 
Procedure (MPEP)
– The MPEP is a detailed guide which 

explains how a patent is examined in 
the United States.  

• Laws (Title 35, United States Code)

• Rules (Title 37, Code of Federal 
Regulations)

• Important Case Law
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Types of U.S. Patents

• Plant

• Design

• Utility
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Plant Patent

• Provides a right to exclude others from 
asexually reproducing, selling or using the 
claimed plant 

• Duration: 20 years from the filing date

• New, distinctive asexually reproducing 
plant (other than a tuber propagated plant or a plant found in an 

uncultivated state)

• Sexually reproducing plants are protected by 
Plant Variety Protection Certificates
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Example: Plant Patent
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Design Patent

• Provides a right to exclude others from 
making, using, offering for sale, 
importing or selling the claimed 
invention 

• Duration: 15 years from the grant date 
(post-Hague Agreement – filed on or 
after May 13, 2015)

• For any new, original, and ornamental 
design for an article of manufacture
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Example: Design Patent
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Utility Patent

• Provides a right to exclude others from 
making, using, selling, offering for sale 
or importing the claimed invention 

• Duration: 20 years from the filing date.

• For any new and useful process, 
machine, article of manufacture, 
compositions of matter, or any new 
useful improvement thereof.
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Utility Patent

• The term “composition of matter” relates to chemical 
compositions and may include mixtures of ingredients 
(chemicals) as well as new chemical compounds. Examples 
may include a pharmaceutical drug or shampoo.

• An example of a machine may include a bicycle, an 
apparatus, or device.

• The term “manufacture” refers to articles that are made or 
manufactured. Examples may include a tire or an integrated 
circuit.
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Example: Utility Patent
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Utility Patent Applications

• Provisional application

– 37 CFR 1.53(c)

• Non-provisional application

– 37 CFR 1.53(b)
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Provisional Utility Applications

• A provisional application for patent (provisional application) is a U.S. 

national application filed in the USPTO for utility and plant inventions. 

Design inventions are not eligible for filing provisional applications.

• Provides a low-cost way to establish an early effective filing date (priority 

date) with fewer formalities.

$300/$120/$60 as of June 2023

• A provisional application does NOT issue as a patent, but only a later-filed 

nonprovisional application may issue as a patent and benefit from the 

provisional application filing date.



Provisional Utility Applications

• Does not need to contain claim(s)

• Must disclose subject matter claimed later in a 

non provisional application

• Not searched or examined

• Expires in 12 months, automatically 

abandoned
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Benefits of Provisional Applications

– Patent term is generally measured from filing date of subsequent 

nonprovisional application (Currently 20 years from the date of filing

– Provides up to an additional 12 months of protection on your 

invention based on filing of the nonprovisional.

– Term patent pending allowed to be applied. Inventors may use term 

during time period after patent application (provisional, 

nonprovisional, design, or plant) has been filed, but before patent has 

issued 



Provisional Utility Applications

Provisional 

Application

File 

NonProvisional

Utility 

Application

U.S. Patent 

Granted

Abandoned 

After 12 

Months from 

Filing

Abandonment



Filing requirements: 

• Title of invention

• Name(s) of all inventors

• Inventor(s) residence(s)

• Correspondence address

• Attorney information (if applicable)

• U.S. government interest (ownership) (if applicable)

NOTE: The use of USPTO form PTO/SB/16 (Provisional Application for Patent Cover Sheet) is encouraged to 

provide the above information. A fillable form can be downloaded here: 

www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/sb0016.pdf 



Filing requirements (continued): 

A detailed written description of the invention (specification), including:

– Background of the invention 

– Summary of the invention

– Drawings describing the invention

– A detailed description of the invention

– Filing fees

• NOTE: A more detailed guidance for writing a specification can be found in the Manual of 
Patenting Examining Procedures (MPEP) Section 608 (see link): 
www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/s608.html 



Guidance for Drafting the Specification:

• Title of the Invention: The title of the invention should be brief but technically 
accurate and descriptive, preferably from two to seven words.

• Background: A statement of the field of art to which the invention pertains. A 
paragraph(s) describing to the extent practical the state of the prior art or other 
information disclosed known to the applicant. Where applicable, the problems 
involved in the prior art or other information disclosed which are solved by the 
applicant’s invention should be indicated.

• Summary of the invention: The summary of the invention, should set out the 
exact nature, operation, and purpose of the invention. the summary should be 
directed to the specific invention being claimed, in contradistinction to mere 
generalities of the invention. The subject matter of the invention should be 
described in one or more clear, concise sentences or paragraphs.



Guidance for Drafting the Specification:

• Drawings: Drawings may be furnished where necessary for the 
understanding of the subject matter sought to be patented.

• A Detailed Description: The detailed description must be in such 
particularity as to enable any person skilled in the pertinent art or science 
to make and use the invention without extensive experimentation. 
Applicant is permitted to use his or her own terminology, as long as it can 
be understood. The subject matter of the invention should be described in 
one or more clear, concise sentences or paragraphs.

• NOTE: A more detailed guidance for writing a specification can be found in the Manual of 
Patenting Examining Procedures (MPEP) Section 608 (see link): 
www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/s608.html 



Provisional Utility Applications Fees

Low fees to establish filing date: $300  

$120 small entity and $60 micro entity

– For micro entity status, the following certifications are made:

• Qualifies as a small entity (less than 500 employees);

• Has not been named as an inventor on more than four previously filed patent applications;

• Did not, in calendar year preceding the calendar year in which the applicable fee is paid, have a gross 

income exceeding three times median household income; and

• Has not assigned, granted, or conveyed (and is not under obligation to do so) a license or other 

ownership interest in the application concerned to an entity that, in calendar year preceding the calendar 

year in which applicable fee is paid, had a gross income exceeding three times the median household 

income.

• To obtain a Micro Entity Certification, the applicant must fill out the Certification of Micro Entity Status 

form (PTO/SB/15A). 



Nonprovisional Application Claiming Priority to 

the Provisional Application

• A provisional application for patent has a pendency lasting 12 

months from the date the provisional application is filed.

• The 12-month pendency period cannot be extended.

• However….  Petition within 14 months?

• The corresponding nonprovisional application must contain or be 

amended to contain a specific reference to the provisional 

application.



Nonprovisional Application Claiming Priority to 

the Provisional Application

• A claim for the benefit of a prior provisional application must be 

filed during the pendency of the nonprovisional application, and 

within four months of the nonprovisional application filing date or 

within sixteen months of the provisional application filing date 

(whichever is later). See 37 CFR 1.78.

• Fees:

– Basic filing fee – Utility $ 320/128/64

– Utility search fee $ 700/280/140

– Utility examination fee $ 800/320/160

https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/consolidated_rules.pdf


Converting the Provisional Application to a 

Nonprovisional Application 

• An alternative to filing a corresponding nonprovisional application is to convert 

the provisional application to a nonprovisional application by filing a grantable 

petition under 37 C.F.R. 1.53(c)(3)

• This will have a negative impact on patent term. The term of a patent issuing from 

a nonprovisional application resulting from the conversion of a provisional 

application will be measured from the original filing date of the provisional 

application. 

• By filing a provisional application first, and then filing a corresponding 

nonprovisional application claiming priority to the provisional application, the 

patent term starts at the filing of the second application.

https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/consolidated_rules.pdf


Converting the Provisional Application to a 

Nonprovisional Application 

• Fees:

– Same as nonprovisional application

– Plus Petition Fee  $ 140/70/35

• Why convert instead of filing nonprovisional with claim of priority?

– Rarely (never?) used

– Design patent situation



Non-Provisional Utility Patent Application

Requirements:

• Specification (description)

• Drawings (when necessary)

• Nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence listing (when 
necessary)

• At least one claim

• Oath or declaration

• Prescribed filing, search and examination fee

~50% discount for small entities

~75% discount for micro-entities

Basic Utility Filing Fee: $320/128/64 (further 50% discount small entity for electronic filing)

Utility Search Fee: $700/280/140

Utility Examination Fee: $800/320/160
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Major Statutory Areas of Patentability

• 35 U.S.C. § 101: Utility and subject matter 

eligibility

• 35 U.S.C. § 112 (a): Enablement, written 

description and best mode

• 35 U.S.C. § 112 (b): Definiteness

• 35 U.S.C. § 102: Anticipation

• 35 U.S.C. § 103: Obviousness
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Patent Examiners

Patent Trial and Appeal 

Board

35 U.S.C. § 134

Court of Appeals

for the Federal Circuit

35 U.S.C. § 141

U.S. District Court for 

the Eastern District of 

Virginia

35 U.S.C. § 145

U.S. Supreme Court

Rejection

Affirmed

Reversed

PATENT

The Board in the Ex-Parte Appeal Process



Maintenance Fees

• All utility patents are subject to maintenance fees, which 
must be paid to keep the patent in force

• Maintenance fees are due three times, plus or minus 6 
months, during the life of a patent:

• 3½  years after issuance of the patent

• 7½  years after issuance of the patent

• 11½  years after issuance of the

• It is possible to revive a patent (under certain 
circumstances),  if you failed to pay a maintenance fee 
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